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Justin's homebuilt station is slightly more modern, based on a 1921 vacuum-tube
master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) design, using a UV-202 tube. The 5 watt TV Antenna Comeback Cont. 7
transmitter employs Heising AM modulation, developed by Raymond Heising dur- New Meeting Location ......... 8
ing World War I. This design is what a typical ham would have used in 1921. The Thanks to our Contributors .8
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linear amplifuer on 486 kHz. The transmitted carrier power was just under 200
watts.
...The antenna is a 160m dipole with 4-inch open wire as the feedline. At ground
level, the two ends of the open wire are shorted together and an 130 uH loading coil
is placed in series. The antenna then becomes the input of the loading coil feed
against an extensive system of buried ground wires and ground rods. With 200
watts of RF applied to the system, the antenna's RF current is 3 amps. Most of the
power however is lost as heat in the ground system and the actual radiated power for
such a small antenna system at this frequency is only 20 watts. Nevertheless, with
Ed AB1CH
DX as good as 900+ km it does radiate well.
The following stations were able to copy Brian’s transmissions:

Happy New Year To All
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Prez-Sez
Happy New Year everyone! I hope everyone had a
great holiday break and took some time to hang out
Forest N1BBQ
with friends and family. Santa brought me a new oscilloscope, great addition to
the shack at the home QTH. Just a quick reminder about our tech class. It is,
Monday nights starting the 7th at the CAP building at the airport in Clarendon.

January 2019

And a 2nd reminder that we will be at a new location for the meeting, big thanks to Ann Mary
for setting that up for us! She has details here in key klicks for the location. We will still be having
out pre-meeting "rag-CHEW" dinner at 5 at Denny’s. I hope to see you there. That's all i have
for exciting things this month, see you at the meeting!
73 Forest N1BBQ, President of Green Mountain Wireless Society.

QST QST Calling All Radio Amaterurs!!!
GMWS will begin "Introduction to Amateur Radio" classes on Monday, January 7, 2019 at 6:30 PM.
The classes will meet for 2 hours each Monday for 10 weeks followed by a VE session in March. The classes will be held at the CAP (Civil Air Patrol) Building on the grounds of Southern Vermont Regional Airport
(KRUT) and are open to all. The text is the ARRL Ham Radio License Manual, 4th edition. Copies of the
text will be available on the first night of the course for $30 each. All members are encouraged to recruit
new hams and this is an opportunity to introduce newcomers to our hobby. There will be opportunities for
hands-on and equipment demonstration and operation.
The GMWS weekly ARES District 6 Net will have an operator at the CAP station for check-in to the net. Or
email: info@gmws.net.
Talk-In 147.045 - T 100

Jan/Feb 2018 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at
www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates.
FEB 3

Forest N1BBQ

TR

RC

FEB 10

Calvin W1CLG

RC

Ann Mary AB1CH

TR

FEB 17

Scott W1SBW

TR

Ben KC1HHE

RC

FEB 24

Zach K1ZK

RC

JAN 7

Forest N1BBQ

TR

JAN 14

Steve W1SFR

JAN 21
JAN 28

MAR 4
Steve w1SFR
TR
As always we are looking for volunteer Net Control (NC) Operators. The more
volunteers we have the longer the spread in operator repeats and the easier it is to
get replacements in advance, should the scheduled NC needs to be away. We provide all the training you need and for continuity of service, we
have a printed preamble for you to use. Our repeater has a small footprint and practicing for future needs is very friendly. Contact Forest N1BBQ.
NC Op’s are reminded to send reports to Forest as well.
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS
In January 2009 the strong effect that Deb Clark Woodbridge NN1C-SK had on many of us was clear. More
recent hams may well be able to step up and take on jobs to experience more things in ham radio and
serve our GMWS.
Deb was editor of Key Klicks for a while. When talking about other hams she would include their call sign in conversation.
We were practicing call signs on a day-to-day basis. She was an active connection between GMWS and both ARRL state and
regional gatherings to both her own learning and sharing with us. She served as president of GMWS, early on she stumbled a
bit with Robert's rules of order, but she learned as she went. Dudley Woodbridge said then, “I have no doubt each of us is a
better person for knowing her.” I can attest to that.
Then president John Gladding N1HLG-SK urged us to find, prepare, and do interesting programs for meetings.
Gary W1ECH described his home shack as not a fancy setup as he worked ARRL Sweepstakes in November. He used his Icom
IC-746 at 100 watts. He found the earphones with the boom mic for phone and keyboard keyer or bug for CW. He had a device
that did the call and closing for the exchange. The logging program allowed him to report his results in the few minutes after
closing. He modestly described his wire antennas as not as nice as those at Field Days.
Today we see others who have stepped up, for example, who use a checklist for what is needed to make things go well on
Field Days at our spot above Alumni Field near Rutland High School.
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

TV antennas are making a comeback in the age of digital
streaming
Los Angelus Times By STEPHEN BATTAGLIO DEC 28, 2018

https://goo.gl/yAy77J

Karl Rudnick, a retired 69-year-old mathematician who lives in Solana Beach, Calif., recently bought a second home outside Minneapolis to be close to family members. He did not have to draw on his knowledge of advanced calculus to reject the idea of paying
for two cable TV subscriptions. “I talked to the cable companies and asked if there was a way to have one account,” Rudnick said.
“There wasn’t, and all of a sudden I was looking at spending $300 a month just to have internet and TV.”
After doing some research, Rudnick decided on a throwback solution to bring down his monthly outlay without giving up the TV
programming he liked. He purchased two TV antennas for about $80 each. He installed one in the attic of each house, giving him
access to ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, PBS and dozens of other broadcast channels for free. At his West Coast home, he was able to connect the antenna to the cable company’s coaxial wires. The TV antenna is a piece of 20th century technology that evokes memories
of rabbit ears placed atop the mahogany cabinet of the old Zenith in your grandparents’ living room. But Rudnick is among a growing number of consumers who are turning to over-the-air digital antennas — a onetime investment of as little as $20 — as a way to slash their monthly video subscription costs.
Research firms and electronics manufacturers say cord-cutting consumers such as
Rudnick have driven up TV antenna sales and usage in recent years. These “valueconscious streamers,” as they are known in the industry, are willing to cobble together a mosaic of video sources to replace the traditional pay TV bundle, which now
costs an average of $107 a month, according to a recent study by the Leichtman Research Group.
This year, 8.1 million over-the-air TV antennas will be delivered to retailers in the
U.S., up 2% from last year and 8% over 2016, according to the Consumer Technology Assn. Nielsen estimates that 13.8% of U.S. homes depend on antennas to get their
TV, up from 10.3% in 2014. Research firm GfK North America puts the number of
over-the-air TV homes at 16.4 million.
The rapid acceleration of cord-cutting has put heavy pressure on the cable industry
and media companies that own pay TV channels that depend on the steady revenue stream that subscribers provide. The number of
consumers who’ve canceled traditional pay TV service is expected to climb 33% to nearly 25 million this year, according to estimates from research firm eMarketer.
Cont Page# 7 ANTENNA
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes
Tuesday, December 11, 2018 –7 PM Rutland City Police Department Community Room
Meeting called to order at 7 PM by President Forest Immel, N1BBQ and opened with the Pledge of
Allegiance. Those present introduce themselves: N1BBQ, KB1DSR, W1DPA, KD6RA, N6EUP, W1SBW, AB1TA,
WB2RUM, AB1CH, K1ZK, N1MTS, N1UF and KC1JIK. Rick, N1UF motioned to accept the minutes as printed in
the December newsletter. The motion was seconded by Ann Mary, AB1CH and approved by all in attendance.
In the absence of the secretary, there was no Secretary’s report. The Treasurer, Rick, N1UF, reported the club’s expenses and dues received as well as pertinent banking information. Zack, K1ZK motioned to accept the report, seconded by Janet, KB1DSR and approved by all. The Vice President, WB2RUM, Rich did not have anything to report.
Forest, B1BBQ reported on the recent work party at the Boardman Hill repeater site. Members Ben, KC1HHE, Caid,
W1CX, Forest, N1BBQ, Gerry, WY2Y and Frank, W1AD were in attendance. Old insulation was removed and new
insulated ceiling tiles were installed. A vinyl roof covering was placed to protect the existing roof until the new metal
roof can be installed in the spring.
The club leadership discussed a possible change in venue for the club meeting. President Forest will notify the membership if there is a location change. **ED note: New meeting location is at NeighborWorks Headquaters of Western
VT, 110 Marble St, West Rutland VT. See info pg #
Frank, W1AD, discussed the upcoming Technician course. GMWS will sponsor a 10 week class beginning on Monday, January 7th at 6:30 PM. The course will be held at the CAP building at the Rutland Airport. The course will culminate with an FCC exam session on Monday, March 18th. Janet, KB1DSR made a motion to purchase 15 text books
for the class. Chris, N6EUP seconded the motion and it was approved by all in attendance. The Tapestry 7th grade radio course will likely start on Monday 1/14. The classes will follow the content from the previous week’s Technician
class.
Open discussion: K1ZK reports FT8 software version 2 is now available for use. This past weekend of December 8-9
the ARRL 10 meter contest had some 10 meter activity most notably TEP (Trans-equatorial propagation) to South
America.
2019 Calendar information: Next Field Day 6/22-6/23; VT Ham Con, Saturday 2/23; VT QSO party 2/2-2/3.
Respectfully Submitted by Covering Secretary Frank W1AD

Thermosphere
ther·mo·sphere /ˈTHərməˌsfir/ noun: thermosphere; plural un: thermospheres
Within this layer of the atmosphere, ultraviolet radiation causes photoionization/photodissociation of molecules, creating ions in the ionosphere. Taking its
name from the Greek θερμός (pronounced thermos) meaning heat, the thermosphere begins at about 80 km (50 mi) above sea level.[1] At these high altitudes, the residual atmospheric gases sort into strata according to molecular
mass. Temperatures are highly dependent on solar activity, and can rise to
3,100°F or more. Radiation causes the atmosphere particles in this layer to become electrically charged enabling radio waves to be refracted and thus be
received beyond the horizon. In the exosphere, beginning at about 600 km
(375 mi) above sea level, the atmosphere turns into space, although by the criteria set for the definition of the Kármán line, the thermosphere itself is part of
space.
The highly diluted gas in this layer can reach 4,530°F during the day. Despite
the high temperature, an observer or object will experience cold temperatures
in the zone, because the extremely low density of gas is insufficient for the
molecules to conduct heat.
The International Space Station orbits the Earth within the middle of the thermosphere, between 330 and 435 kilometres (205 and 270 mi).
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermosphere for more info. Ed.
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Continuation of Calvin W1CLG’s Construction Report
article in last month’s issue of Key Klicks. My first scan of the 2 element quad antenna was not very promising. It is shown below.

The antenna is useable (SWR 2:1 or better) from 140-145 MHz. That is lower than the frequency I had designed it for. Additionally,
the feed point impedance is 62 ohms, when it was planned to be 50 ohms.
The first thing I did was check the length of the driven element, which should be 80.5 inches long, in order to resonate on
the planned frequency. The length was actually 98 inches, so it would probably resonate around 120 MHz, in the VHF air band. The
reflector should be 85.6 inches long, it was actually 84 inches. That explains a lot. I know I had cut the elements slightly longer
than necessary, so I would have room to adjust the elements, but I thought I had adjusted it to the right length and tucked the
excess away. Aparently, I did not adjust them to the right length, then accidentally connected the feed line to the wrong element.
Rather than take off the feedline, attach it to the other element, then adjust both elements; I decided to just adjust the element
currently attached to the feed line, to be the driven element. I added 1.5 inches to the reflector, and took 17.5 inches off the driven element. The elements should be ½λ apart, which is 40 inches; the spacing between the elements was actually 38 inches. This is
because that is the board I had on hand closest to that length; I wanted to keep costs to a minimum. I also noticed that the graph
varied drastically when the elements were bent out of shape, so I realized I was going to have to beef up the design so that the
elements would not bend so much. My original thought was that I wanted to be able to bend the elements to make the antenna
smaller, and then I could bend them back into shape when I wanted to use the antenna, then fold it flat for storage; but I realize
now that that is just going to cause continued resonance problems, and I get enough of those in organic chemistry!
I was able to get the elements readjusted, but I did not have a chance to make the reinforcements to the frame of the
antenna. Below is the newest SWR scan, the results do show a dip in SWR in the target area, but it does not dip below 2:1 at all.
This antenna is still a work in progress.
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NeighborWorks of Western
VT
110 Marble Street
West Rutland VT 05777

Take Rte 4A west past Price
Chopper. At the flashing light
(4way stop) slight right onto Marble Street NeighborWorks is a
large brick building on the right.
If you get to Campbell Ave (on
left) or Laundry (on right ) you
have gone 500 feet too far. Talk
in on 147.045.

What: Amateur Radio Licensing Class - Introduction to a Fun
Hobby.
Where: Civil Air Patrol Building - Rutland Southern Vermont Regional Airport - Airport Road, North Clarendon
When: Starting January 7, 2019 at 6:30 p.m. for 10 Weekly Monday Sessions
Details: The club will be conducting an Introductory Licensing Class. Classes start on Monday evening January 7, at the Civil Air Patrol Building - Rutland Southern Vermont Regional Airport, Airport Road, North Clarendon.
Class time is 6:30 p.m. till 8:30 p.m. At the end of the classes, students will be ready to take and pass the Technician Class amateur
radio license exam. You do not need to learn Morse Code to get a license. Text book will be available first evening of the class for
$30.00.
Terrific for students. The class is a good way to learn about electricity, electronics, physics, earth science and other STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics) subjects. It also leads to a fun hobby as you can talk to the world via amateur radio or
talk to your ham friends locally via 2-way home or mobile radio.
On the web at http://www.gmws.net & on Facebook at http://goo.gl/As8GMq
Those interested are asked to contact GMWS by email at info@gmws.net or by phone contact Tim Abraham at 802-558-0389

US Postal Rates to Increase Effective Sunday - Janruary 27, 2019
Looking down the road, while most people now purchase the postal “Forever Stamps” you might still want
to pick up a few extra books prior to the increase.
New Rates Will be: First Class Mail Letter (1 oz.) - Retail/Post Office Rate* $0.50; First Class Mail Letter
(1 oz.) - Metered Mail/Stamps.com Rate $0.47; First Class Mail Letter - each additional ounce $0.21;
Postcard $0.35 …...Don’t say we didn’t warn you! (Ed: AB1CH)
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Antenna: Continued from Page # 3
Though worrisome for Hollywood, the trend has been a boon to antenna manufacturers like
Channel Master. Although it does not disclose sale figures, the Chandler, Ariz.-based manufacturer has recently doubled the size of
its facilities to meet demand for its products, said Joe Bingochea, the company’s president. “The market is primed right now,” he
said. “We’re trying to capitalize on it as much as we can.” Bingochea said the average age of his customers is about 50. Many of
them grew up in homes with antennas from Channel Master, one of the oldest active brand names in the consumer electronics business. Joseph Resnick, a former merchant marine radio operator, started the company in 1949 with the $7,000 he made from selling
his family’s cabbage farm in Ellenville, N.Y. — a time when fewer than a million U.S. households had television sets. Within five
years, Channel Master was selling $12 million worth of antennas as TV ownership exploded. The company was the largest seller of
indoor antennas throughout the 1950s and ’60s with sleek midcentury designs and Space Age model names such as the Canaveral.
The market plummeted in the mid-1980s as consumers moved to cable and satellite to get better picture quality and then-new channels such as HBO, MTV and ESPN. This hurt Channel Master, which went through several ownership changes and a bankruptcy in
the decades that followed. But the brand name is still recognizable to older consumers, which prompted a group of private investors
to acquire the company in 2012 and focus on the emerging cord-cutting market. Channel Master offers a DVR designed to work with
over-the-air antennas, as cord-cutters don’t want to give up the convenience of watching .
programs on their own schedule and skipping through commercials. The products also enable consumers to stream over-the-air signals to other internet-connected TV sets and digital devices in the home
Other technology companies are courting the over-the-air users as well. This fall, Amazon rolled out the Fire TV Recast, a new version of its streaming media device that records broadcast shows when connected to an antenna. Sling Media also entered the market
with an antenna-connected recorder called AirTV, and TiVo launched the Bolt OTA. Companies targeting over-the-air viewers say
the bulk of their customers are baby boomers and Gen Xers who grew up with traditional television and a cable box. Their rediscovery of free TV is largely through word of mouth, said Grant Hall, chief executive for Nuvyyo, a Canadian firm that makes Tablo, a
digital video recorder for over-the-air TV antenna users.
“Typically they will go to a party and start complaining about their Comcast bill and how it’s gone up so high and getting ridiculous,
and someone will say, ‘Hey, I cut the cord and I’ve got an antenna now, and I can get all these channels over the air,’” Hall said.
“Most people have forgotten about over-the-air TV entirely or recall it as poor experience with ghosts and pictures fading in and out.
But the quality of over-the-air broadcasting improved dramatically in 2009 when TV stations made a government-mandated switch
to high-definition digital transmissions, offering higher-resolution images and more channels.
“Once viewers learn everything is different now and the picture is actually better than cable and satellite — and
best of all it’s free — they become converts,” Hall said. He declined to disclose sales figures but said his company’s growth rate has been in line with the popularity of streaming. The Consumer Technology Assn. has estimated
that consumers will spend $13.4 billion on streaming video subscription services in 2018, a 42% increase over last
year. Rudnick’s over-the-air TV viewing supplements the programming he watches through streaming. He uses his
broadband internet connections (around $60 a month for each home) for online services such Netflix and Amazon
Prime Video. Until recently, he also subscribed to Sling TV’s streaming video service so he could watch pay channels such as ESPN, the NBC Sports Network, Fox Sports and the Golf Channel (he’s switched to YouTube TV).
He also has a Channel Master DVR to record over-the-air shows.
The way I stay plugged into this is through talking to young people. I don’t know anyone under 35 who pays for
a cable TV subscription. “My yoga instructor’s husband turned me on to Sling TV, and they switched over to
YouTube TV,” Rudnick said. “The way I stay plugged into this is through talking to young people. I don’t know
anyone under 35 who pays for a cable TV subscription.” One industry that is not aggressively promoting this trend
is the TV station business, even though broadcasters have been losing audiences to streaming competitors like Netflix. Station ownership groups and the media conglomerates get a cut of pay TV subscriber fees, giving them little incentive to promote over-the-air
antenna use. Consumers largely have to depend on manufacturer websites or blogs such as Cordcutters.com to learn which channels
are available over the air in their area and which antenna is right for them. “We do a terrible job of explaining that your local stations
are available over the air for free,” said Neal Sabin, vice chairman of Weigel Broadcasting, a Chicago-based TV station group. “Part
of the reason is it’s a double-edged sword. Every time someone cuts the cord and puts up an antenna, it’s lost revenue for us and the
cable company.” Though antennas are enjoying a comeback, analysts do not see over-the-air becoming a preferred option in the new
TV landscape. Millennials have not taken to the old-school technology as they are content to stream video on their digital devices.
“They are digital natives,” said Steve Koenig, vice president of research for the Consumer Technology Assn. “People lead increasingly itinerant lifestyles and they expect access to video content wherever they are on whatever device they have in front of them.
With over-the-air, you are pretty much sitting on the couch in front of your TV.” There are also limitations to what broadcast TV
offers. Major sports teams have most of their games committed to regional sports channels still dependent on the hefty revenue they
receive from cable providers. Rabid local fans of the New York Yankees or the Los Angeles Lakers need a subscription to catch every game.
Billy Nayden, an analyst for the research firm Parks Associates, said the TV antenna resurgence is a byproduct of consumers feeling overwhelmed by the many viewing platforms available. Some are even suffering from what he calls “subscriber fatigue.” “I can’t
tell you how many people that we know in everyday life who ask, ‘You’re in this industry — how do I cut the cord?’” Nayden said.
“Interestingly it’s not an easy answer. ‘Do you watch live TV? Do you care about news? Do you care about sports?’ There is no one
clean answer for everyone. It’s a bit of a mix, and antennas are a part of that.” Rudnick acknowledges there is some inconvenience
that comes with using an antenna in combination with other devices to replace the cable box. “My wife became frustrated with it,” he
said. “We went out and got a really good universal remote.”
https://www.latimes.com/business/hollywood/la-fi-ct-tv-antennas-20181228-story.html?outputType=amp and
https://goo.gl/yAy77J
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NEW MEETING LOCATION!

GMWS will meet at
NeighborWorks
110 Marble St, West Rutland, VT
See Larger Map Pg #6

JANUARY 2019

Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:
Every Monday:
GMWS/ARES Dist 6 Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting
Every day:
Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 mhZ, 7:30 pm
VT/NH Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am
Every Sunday:
Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm
(all times are local)
Upcoming ve sessions:
Burlington area ve ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
GMWS March @ CAP Building Rut Airport N Clarendon
Jan GMWS Techniticians Licencing Class Meeting Monday
The CAP Building
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY JANUARY 8 NEIGHBORWORKS 110 MARBLE ST,
WEST RUTLAND VT …

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Jeff N1YTY; Brian WA1ZMS; Frank W1AD;
Calvin W1CLG; Forest N1BBQ
PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702
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